
Dungeon 231 

Chapter 231 The Legacy Temple 

At the opening where the Bitter Poison Demonic Tree had fallen, there was a deep dimensional passage 

that connected to an unknown depth. 

In addition to Lu Benwei’s team, the others also noticed the entrance hidden in the body of the tree. 

“Could it be that the real secret realm is behind this dimensional channel?” someone said weakly. 

At this time, everyone had different expressions, and they all had ulterior motives. 

“I’ll go in and take a look first. If I don’t come out, you should leave immediately,” Lu Benwei said. 

“No, we’ll go in with you.” Chu Yan immediately grabbed Lu Benwei’s wrist and stopped him from going 

forward. 

“We’re a team, so we’ll go in together.” Lin Feng patted his chest, full of fighting spirit. 

Lu Benwei sighed. “Alright, let’s go in together.” 

“However, I’ll make it clear that if the situation doesn’t look right, you’ll have to come out immediately!” 

Lu Benwei’s actions attracted the attention of others. 

“This kid is going to go in just like that?” 

The crowd began to stir, and many people were eager to follow suit. 

“Let’s go in as well. We can’t let the freshmen snatch the great opportunities in the secret realm.” 

After that, the people from the other three hunter universities filed in. 

Zhou Qingfeng also said to Wang Yan and the rest of the people from the Heavenly God Temple, “No 

matter what’s inside, let’s go take a look.” 

The group of people swarmed forward and quickly entered the secret realm’s entrance under the tree. 

… 

They did not expect that they would be welcomed by five magnificent palaces. Among them, the palace 

in the middle was the most majestic. 

Anyone who saw it would know that there was a huge opportunity hidden in the palace. 

The crowd looked at the palaces and was extremely excited. 

“It turns out that the inside of the secret realm is filled with such a magnificent and strange light!” Yang 

Ke shouted. 

The geniuses from the other universities also had complicated expressions on their faces. 

“Everyone, it seems like our temporary cooperation will end here. Everyone from Chang’an Hunter 

University, follow me and occupy these five halls!” Yang Ke shouted. 



Then, the participants from Chang’an Hunter University took the lead and headed toward the main hall. 

The geniuses from the other three universities also gave orders and used all kinds of speed-enhancing 

skills to run forward. 

Lu Benwei saw this and said to Chu Yan and the others, “It wasn’t easy for us to defeat the Bitter Poison 

Demonic Tree. We can’t let others benefit from this. Let’s go too.” 

“Wait!” 

Just as Lu Benwei was applying lightning speed to everyone, Chu Yan stopped him. 

“Don’t be in such a hurry. The battle royale hasn’t started yet. It will only begin when we get inside the 

palace,” Chu Yan said lightly, “Most people only have one goal, and that is the main palace. We don’t 

have to waste too much energy on an unknown existence.” 

“You mean, we should target the other palaces?” Lu Benwei frowned. 

Chu Yan nodded. 

Lu Benwei pondered for a moment and felt that Chu Yan’s words made sense. 

“In that case, I’ll aim at the leftmost palace.” 

Everyone nodded and turned their eyes to the leftmost hall. 

At the same time, the battle between the four hunter universities began. The teams from the same 

school joined forces to attack the teams from different schools. 

For a time, explosions and flames rose in front of the five palaces, and screams and curses were heard. 

“Haha, a bunch of idiots.” 

“Who wants to compete with you in speed?” 

As a space magician, Yang Ke led the team to the main hall in an instant. 

The huge wooden door was ajar, and a holy aura slowly drifted out through the crack of the door, faintly 

discernible. 

Yang Ke’s heart was itching, and he could not wait to open the door and find out the truth about the 

opportunities inside. Just as he was about to open the door, a teleportation spell lit up behind him. 

Xu Tuo led Zhou Qingfeng and the others out of the door. 

“Yang Ke, you’re not the only one here who knows spatial magic.” 

Yang Ke’s eyes flashed with a sinister light, and he said sternly, “Zhou Qingfeng, is Zhejiang Hunter 

University going to war with us?” 

“That’s not what I meant.” Zhou Qingfeng shrugged. 

“Old classmate, you ran so fast, why didn’t you wait for me?” 

As soon as Zhou Qingfeng finished speaking, Wang Zining’s voice came from behind. 



As he watched more and more teams arrive in front of the main hall, Yang Ke felt more and more 

unhappy. 

“Since that’s the case, let’s have a competition here!” Yang Ke said arrogantly. 

Captain Yang, don’t be so irascible!” Wang Zining laughed. “Why don’t we work together first?” 

“Who wants to work with you?” Yang Ke said in disdain. 

“Have you forgotten that you were the one who almost died under the vines of the Bitter Poison 

Demonic Tree?” Wang Zining chuckled and taunted Yang Ke. 

Yang Ke’s face changed color and he said angrily, “Wang Zining, stop slandering me. Everyone can see 

that I’m more than enough to deal with the tree.” 

Even though he said that, if it was not for the first-year magician from Zhejiang Hunter University, he 

would have died under the whip of the Bitter Poison Demonic Tree. 

Then, his tone softened a little. “What do you want?” 

Wang Zining heard this and walked to the center of the crowd. “None of us know what’s behind the 

main hall. Perhaps there’s an existence even more amazing than the Bitter Poison Demonic Tree sealed 

here. In my opinion, let’s enter this hall together. If we really find some fortuitous encounter, it won’t be 

too late for us to start a battle.” 

Yang Ke was lost in thought, and he agreed to Wang Zining’s suggestion. 

“Let’s make this clear first. If a powerful monster is sealed inside, everyone must attack together!” 

After saying that, everyone put their hands on the door of the main palace and pushed it hard. 

Unexpectedly, the main hall’s door let out a loud bang and emitted a wave, sending everyone flying. 

Everyone was shocked. They did not expect that there would be another layer of seal on the main hall. 

At the same time, a melodious sound of a sword rang out from the first palace. The door of the first 

palace had opened. 

On the other side, in another palace. 

Lu Benwei stepped into the empty hall. After confirming that there was no danger, he waved to the door 

and motioned for the team members to come in. 

The inside of the palace was very spacious, making the space inside look even bigger than it looked from 

the outside. Everyone’s eyes swept through every corner and finally fixed on a stone tablet. 

“What is this?” Lin Feng’s curiosity was immediately piqued, and he turned around to ask. 

Lu Benwei pondered for a while and said, “It should be a stone tablet that records the path of 

inheritance. It’s of great help to the training path of a specific class.” 

Lin Feng was overjoyed when he heard this. Just as he was about to reach out to take it, he was knocked 

to the ground by a figure running behind him. 



Chapter 232 Breaking the Ancient Era 

“I didn’t expect that there would be a legacy stone tablet in this palace. The treasure in the main palace 

is probably the complete stigmata. Yang Ke is really lucky.” 

Gu Zheng raised the stone tablet and caressed it in his hand, not putting Lu Benwei in his eyes at all. 

Lin Feng got up from the ground and said angrily, “Put down the stone tablet!” 

Gu Zheng ignored him and kept the legacy stone tablet. He turned around and was about to leave. The 

next second, he was blocked by Lu Benwei. 

“Apologize!” Lu Benwei said coldly. 

“What did you just say?” Gu Zheng sneered as he perked up his ears. 

“You hit someone and took the thing we found first. You want to run away without apologizing?” Chu 

Yan was extremely angry. With one hand on her waist, she pointed at Gu Zheng with the other and 

shouted. 

Gu Zheng looked at Lu Benwei and laughed. “I was wondering who it was. It’s Lu Benwei from Zhejiang 

Hunter University.” 

The next second, his eyes turned sinister. “You’re just an ant. If you block my way, I’ll just knock you 

away.” 

After saying that, Gu Zheng stretched out his hand and pushed Lu Benwei. 

Lu Benwei sneered in his heart. With a shake of his shoulder, an infinite amount of power shot out, 

causing Gu Zheng to retreat while hugging the stone tablet. 

To take revenge, Lin Feng took a step forward and kicked out with force. Gu Zheng staggered a few steps 

and fell to the ground. The stone tablet in his arms fell to the ground and slid a few meters away. 

When Hai Yue and Zhao Xiaoqi saw this, they immediately went forward to put the stone tablet into 

their bags. 

“Whoosh!” 

The sound of something breaking through the air could be heard. The targets were Hai Yue and Zhao 

Xiaoqi. Seeing this, the two girls had no choice but to take a step back. 

“Chi…” 

The arrow missed its target and forcefully plunged into the ground. 

Lu Benwei and the others were shocked as they looked in the direction of the arrow. They saw four 

people standing at the main entrance, staring at them with cold eyes. 

“Captain Gu Zheng, are you alright?” the person in the lead asked. 

Gu Zheng got up from the ground and patted the dust off his body. “I’m fine. I just tripped over an ant.” 



He turned his cold eyes to Lu Benwei and said, “Kid, let me give you a piece of advice. You’d better get 

out of here with your tail between your legs. Otherwise, I’ll make you regret participating in the National 

Class Tournament!” 

Lu Benwei’s mouth curved up and he sneered. “Captain Gu Zheng, I’ll give you a word of advice. You’re 

just an ant. If you’re blocking my way, I’ll just knock you away.” 

This was what Gu Zheng had said to Lu Benwei earlier, and now it was returned to him. 

“You’re looking for death!” Gu Zheng was furious. He summoned a staff made of iron and attacked Lu 

Benwei. 

Seeing this, his teammates also began to move. Lu Benwei’s team and Gu Zheng’s team started a battle. 

Using the formation as a staff, Gu Zheng swung it toward Lu Benwei. Lu Benwei’s face was as calm as 

usual as he jumped up and easily dodged Gu Zheng’s attack. 

Gu Zheng seemed to have anticipated this. He spread his legs and jumped up his fine iron staff. An 

invisible righteous force attacked Lu Benwei’s lower body. 

Lu Benwei’s eyes lit up, and his vigilance told him that he could not block this attack. At this moment, Lu 

Benwei held the Holy Light Shield to resist this invisible force. 

“Boom!” 

The deafening sound made Lu Benwei’s body shake, and he flew backward in the air. He finally stopped 

when he leaned against a horizontal pillar on a beam. 

‘No wonder he’s the second best in Chang’an Hunter University. His strength isn’t to be 

underestimated,’ Lu Benwei thought to himself that he could no longer be careless. 

He focused his gaze and waved his arms. The four attributes strengthened his body, and at the same 

time, he did not forget to enhance Chu Yan and the other three. He looked over. Except for Chu Yan, the 

other three were all suppressed by him. 

It was no wonder that they were the top students of Chang’an Hunter University and were as talented 

as them. Furthermore, as fourth-year students, their level was higher than Lin Feng, Zhao Xiaoqi, and 

others. 

Lin Feng was forced to retreat by a knight, and in the blink of an eye, he was already forced into a 

corner. However, at this time, Lu Benwei’s buff arrived, allowing him to burst out with power beyond his 

level. 

For a moment, Lin Feng turned the tables. 

On the ground, Gu Zheng laughed maniacally, his face contorted with malevolence. “Lu Benwei, did you 

see this? This is the difference between you and me. You’re just a first-year student. You’re not worthy 

of competing with us.” 

“You talk too much nonsense!” Lu Benwei frowned. 



Gu Zheng laughed sinisterly as he activated his battle magic. The fine iron staff in his hand glowed with a 

dark light! 

“Chi!” 

A ray of death shot out and went straight in. 

Lu Benwei was not afraid and used Lightning Speed to dodge the attack. His right hand then shook, and 

the great power of the four great amplification skills surged out like a raging wave. 

“Boom!” 

The beams of the palace exploded only because of the aftershock of Lu Benwei’s punch. 

Gu Zheng was shocked. He did not expect Lu Benwei’s strength to be so terrifying. For a moment, he 

forgot to respond. 

“Boom!” 

Lu Benwei’s strike was like a meteor hitting the ground, smashing right into Gu Zheng’s chest. 

“Pfft!” 

Gu Zheng’s internal organs trembled as his blood and qi flowed backward. His facial features were 

almost twisted together as he spat out a mouthful of blood and was sent flying. His team members’ 

faces were filled with shock as if they had also lost a blow. 

Gu Zheng, the number two genius of Chang’an Hunter University, could not even withstand a blow from 

a magician. 

A shooter flew into a rage and leaped over Zhao Xiaoqi into the air. 

“Whoosh, whoosh, whoosh!” 

Three red arrows were shot at Lu Benwei, shattering space. However, Lu Benwei only shook his arm and 

shattered the three-feathered crossbow arrow to the ground. 

Gu Zheng’s team’s eyes almost popped out of their sockets, thinking that a puny magician could not 

possibly have such powerful strength. 

“Who is it?!” the archer shouted as he thought that there must be a master helping Lu Benwei in the 

dark, “Hurry up and come out.” 

The archers held their crossbows with both hands and fired randomly in the air. 

“Whoosh, whoosh, whoosh!” 

Countless crossbow arrows were shot, but not only did they not find the expert who was “helping” Lu 

Benwei in the dark, but they also turned many of his teammates into hedgehogs. 

Seeing this, Zhao Xiaoqi hit the shooter with a heavy blow, knocking him out. 

With Lu Benwei’s buff, the others also hit their opponents. 



“Hmph!” 

Lin Feng kicked one of them away and said fiercely, “Why don’t you take a piss and look at yourself 

when you’re fighting us?” 

“Come on, if it wasn’t for Lu Benwei’s buff, I’m afraid you would’ve already been beaten into a meat 

pie.” Zhao Xiaoqi immediately poured a bucket of cold water on Lin Feng. 

Lin Feng’s arrogance was immediately extinguished, and he lowered his head weakly. 

“Alright, let’s go read the contents on the stone tablet first.” Lu Benwei waved his hand. 

Chapter 233 The Appearance of the Stigma 

Lu Benwei took the legacy stone tablet and immediately wrapped it with his divine sense. However, 

after waiting for a long time, Lu Benwei did not receive a response. 

“It seems like this stone tablet doesn’t belong to me.” 

Lu Benwei sighed and handed the stone tablet to Chu Yan. Chu Yan also used her divine sense in an 

attempt to activate the energy inside the stone tablet. 

When Chu Yan’s divine sense explored the energy in the depths of the legacy stone tablet, it suddenly 

became violent. A powerful fluctuation shot out from it, and it exploded from Chu Yan’s hand. 

Everyone’s face turned pale. They did not expect the energy reaction of the legacy stone tablet to be so 

intense. 

Lu Benwei helped Chu Yan up and asked, “Are you hurt?” 

Chu Yan shook her head. “I tried to release magic to resonate with the energy in the stone tablet. I 

didn’t expect to anger it,” she said, “It seems that this legacy stone tablet has a strong resistance to 

magic.” 

“What’s going on? Is there no one among us who can resonate with it?” Zhao Xiaoqi and the other two 

asked in confusion. 

Lu Benwei pondered for a moment and said, “The legacy stone tablet has a strong resistance to magic…” 

Lu Benwei paused and immediately said, “Lin Feng, you try!” 

Hearing this, Lin Feng did not stand on ceremony and directly took the legacy stone tablet into his 

hands, drawing out the purest energy within. Suddenly, the energy within the legacy stone tablet 

erupted once again, and it glowed like a star. 

Chu Yan wanted to stop Lin Feng, but she was stopped by Lu Benwei. 

“Hold on, look at Lin Feng’s current state.” 

Only then did Chu Yan notice Lin Feng. 



Lin Feng was sitting cross-legged, and the endless energy emitted by the legacy stone tablet was 

continuously transmitted into Lin Feng’s mind. His body flickered with the stars, sometimes bright and 

sometimes dark. 

“It seems that this legacy stone tablet records the path of an ancient swordsman, which is why it’s so 

resistant to magic.” Lu Benwei shrugged and smiled. 

“Lin Feng’s condition will continue for a long time,” he continued after a pause, “Why don’t we guard 

him here in case someone comes to cause trouble?” 

Everyone nodded and each found an empty spot to rest and guard Lin Feng. 

At the same time, outside another palace. 

The entire secret realm was filled with smoke. Different hunter universities were fighting each other, 

and there were countless deaths and injuries. 

Suddenly, heaven and earth trembled, and the door of the main hall slowly opened. A terrifying 

fluctuation was emitted from it. It was as if a qi that could swallow mountains and rivers had exploded. 

Everyone’s heart, liver, guts, and spirit trembled as they subconsciously wanted to escape from this 

terrifying place. 

In the next second, the main hall emitted countless holy white beams of light that swept across 

everyone’s face. 

Yang Ke’s expression changed from surprise to joy. “This aura, it’s a stigma, it must be a stigma!” 

After saying that, he used spatial magic from the entrance of the fourth hall and jumped into the main 

hall. 

Seeing that, Zhou Qingfeng immediately turned to Xu Tuo and called out, “Xu Tuo, can you do it again?” 

Xu Tuo’s face was pale. “I can do it again.” 

With that, Xu Tuo cast a spatial teleportation spell. He pointed at his staff and tore the space in front of 

him. Without another word, Zhou Qingfeng walked from the second palace hall to the main hall’s door. 

“Zhou Qingfeng, are you trying to compete with us?” Yang Ke shouted in shock. 

“You’re asking the obvious!” Zhou Qingfeng shouted coldly. 

A stigma was of great help to the improvement of one’s strength. 

Zhou Qingfeng could not just stand by and watch Yang Ke snatch the stigma from him. The two of them 

did not get along, so they immediately used their skills and started a great battle. 

One of them was the number one genius of Chang’an Hunter University, who was talented in spatial 

magic and could move mountains and seas. 

The other was the number one genius of Zhejiang Hunter University, the number one hidden class in the 

world, the ruling paladin. At the same time, Zhou Qingfeng had reached a level that his peers could not 

hope to reach! 



Zhou Qingfeng put on the knight’s heavy armor, which had been forged from countless treasures. His 

battle aura soared into the sky, and the knight’s armor rumbled. He stepped into the sky and entered 

the barrier of Chang’an Hunter University. 

He waved the holy sword of judgment, and the surging sword qi broke into the formation of Chang’an 

Hunter University, hitting countless people. 

Yang Ke’s eyes were as cold as a thousand-year-old frost, but the qi and blood in his body were surging. 

“Spatial Magic: Slice!” 

Dozens of invisible space blades shot out from his hand. They were invisible, and there was no way to 

avoid them! 

The space blades attacked the teleportation array Xu Tuo had set up, and many of the experts from 

Zhejiang Hunter University were killed. 

Wang Yan and the other geniuses of Zhejiang Hunter University activated the surging energy in their 

bodies to resist Yang Ke’s attack. 

Blood light filled the sky, and the ground in front of the main palace was boiling. It was a mess, and 

there was killing intent everywhere. 

Yang Ke sneered. He waved the staff in his hand and charged at Zhou Qingfeng. 

Zhou Qingfeng’s eyes flickered like lightning. At that moment, he released two powerful slashes that cut 

through the sky and blocked the unstoppable Yang Ke. 

Yang Ke drew a circle with one hand and broke open a space, revealing the deep and dark void. 

The circular void absorbed one of the slashes, then Yang Ke slashed out a sharp space blade to block 

Zhou Qingfeng’s powerful slash. 

The entire place exploded! Smoke and dust rose into the sky and filled the entire area. 

Just as everyone was confused, a ball of holy flame of judgment quickly dispersed the smoke and went 

straight for Yang Ke. 

Yang Ke raised his arm and conjured a white spear. He waved his long spear and swept through. The 

sharp tip of the spear was as sharp as a blade and was extremely glaring. Wherever it passed, there was 

immediately the sound of space collapsing that broke through the clouds. 

“Chi!” 

The spear radiance pierced the flames, and the collapsed space continued to absorb the terrifying 

temperature. 

Zhou Qingfeng raised his arm and clenched his fist in the air. The remaining flames of the sacred fire of 

judgment immediately turned into countless fire snakes, burning the sky and attacking Yang Ke. 

Yang Ke immediately used a powerful magic skill to retaliate. 

The battle continued, and blood dyed the sky red. 



On the other side, at the entrance of a hall. 

“The battle in the main palace is really intense.” 

“That’s right, it seems like we’re not fated to get the stigma.” 

A few people from different universities had gathered together as if they were plotting something. 

“Let’s make it clear in advance. No matter what’s in the other halls, none of us can snatch it. When the 

time comes, we’ll sell it for one yuan!” a shifty-eyed contestant said. 

The person was called Zhang De, a participant from Hudan Hunter University. He had unexpectedly 

teamed up with people from other universities, wanting to get a share of the loot in the secret realm. 

Chapter 234 Guarding the Sub-Hall 

Lu Benwei and the others were helping Lin Feng absorb the energy from the legacy stone tablet. 

“The battle outside is so intense!” 

The few of them chatted with each other. 

“It seems like some secret treasure has appeared. Otherwise, such an intense battle wouldn’t have been 

triggered. It’s no wonder that no one is interested in the treasures of the first hall,” Lu Benwei lightly 

said. 

“Who said there isn’t?” 

Lu Benwei’s voice just fell when a faint voice came. 

“There’s really someone who wants to fish in troubled waters.” Lu Benwei sneered, stood up from the 

ground, and looked at the entrance of the hall. 

Lu Benwei was in a daze. 

At the entrance of the first hall, there was a huge group of people fishing in troubled waters. There was 

more than one university. 

However, most of them were from the lower ten teams, and their overall strength was not as good as 

the top ten geniuses’ teams. 

... 

“So, it’s a small fry alliance.” 

“You even dare to have ideas about me!” 

Lu Benwei’s cold voice was filled with endless majesty, like a tsunami hitting the shore. It was like an 

ancient bell shattering the void, creating an ancient echo. 

In that instant, the group of participants led by Zhang De immediately fell silent, all of them thinking that 

there was an extraordinary existence in the sub-palace. 

“Who are you?” Zhang De was also a little scared. 



It was so dark inside the sub-hall that people could not see anything. With Lu Benwei’s terrifying aura, 

many people began to retreat. 

“Zhang De, are you sure you didn’t make a mistake?” 

“Didn’t you say that almost no one has entered the first palace? How can there be the ten great 

monster-level geniuses?” 

“You’re asking me? Who should I ask?!” Zhang De’s neck bulged as he asked. 

“But who’s the person inside?” 

Some people began to have doubts. 

... 

“Why do I feel that the aura of the person inside is so familiar?” 

“Who is it?!” Zhang De quickly asked. 

“I think it’s Lu Benwei, the first-year magician from Zhejiang Hunter University!” the man replied. 

“That Lu Benwei?” Zhang De’s expression was filled with disbelief. “How could he possess such a 

terrifying aura?” 

“How is it impossible? Have you forgotten how he opened up a path for us in front of the Bitter Poison 

Demonic Tree?” in the crowd, someone replied with empty eyes as if the scene of the creation of 

heaven and earth was still vivid in his mind. 

“Tsk!” Zhang De said disdainfully, “Isn’t that all thanks to Yang Ke, Zhou Qingfeng, and Wang Zining?” 

When everyone heard this, they all fell silent. 

“That’s true. How can a magician has the power to split the heavens and earth?” someone said while 

swallowing his saliva. 

“I don’t care. I must get the treasure inside.” Zhang De stomped his feet and directly entered the palace. 

The others followed suit. 

Lu Benwei immediately became alert, stood up, and directly blocked the road. 

... 

“It’s you!” Zhang De was both surprised and happy. “It’s really you!” 

Then, Zhang De stood on his tiptoes and peeked out to find Lin Feng absorbing the energy of the legacy 

stone tablet behind Lu Benwei. He was immediately overjoyed. 

“It’s a legacy stone tablet! Get out of my way, or I’ll beat you up!” Zhang De said sternly after a pause. 

Lu Benwei’s eyes were indifferent. “I heard your conversation and know that I just saved you. Why do 

you want to repay my kindness with ingratitude?” 



“I say, junior Lu Benwei, everyone knows that you’re the one who gathered the power of Zhou Qingfeng, 

Wang Zining, and other monsters to save us.” Zhang De smiled. 

Someone behind him sneered and continued, “Perhaps without you, we’d have been able to defeat the 

Bitter Poison Demonic Tree even faster.” 

“If you want the legacy stone tablet, I can give it to you. However, you have to wait until Lin Feng has 

finished absorbing it!” Lu Benwei coldly shouted. 

When absorbing the legacy stone tablet, he was most afraid of being disturbed. This was also the reason 

why Lu Benwei did not want to deal with this group of people. Otherwise, Lin Feng would fail at the last 

step and might even suffer a backlash. In short, the consequences were unbearable, and Lu Benwei did 

not want to take the risk. 

“Hmph!” Zhang De sneered. “You want to send us away with just a used legacy stone tablet? In your 

dreams!” 

Before the energy was absorbed from the legacy stone tablet, it was the purest and most valuable. 

However, once the energy of the legacy stone tablet was absorbed, the price would be greatly reduced. 

Although it was possible to absorb the energy, the effect would not be as good as before. 

... 

Suddenly, an assassin made his move. He twisted and turned in the air, easily passing Lu Benwei and 

going straight for Lin Feng. 

“Hmph!” Zhang De sneered. “Magician, open your eyes and see what the gap is!” 

“Is there only one person on my team?” Lu Benwei almost laughed. 

After saying that, a beautiful figure flashed past and jumped up. 

“Boom!” 

A loud noise was heard, and five elemental powers flashed around the beautiful figure. The moment he 

crossed swords with the assassin in Zhang De’s team, the power of five elements instantly wrapped 

around him, producing earth-shattering fluctuations. 

“Boom!” 

The assassin fell heavily to the ground, blood spurting out of his mouth. The beautiful figure landed, and 

a foot stepped heavily on the man’s chest. 

“Who else dares to step forward?!” 

The beautiful figure shouted coldly, scaring Zhang De and his group into retreating. It was only then that 

Zhang De and the others could see the face of the beautiful figure clearly. 

She had exquisite facial features, a smooth face, a perfect high skull, and jade-like skin. She was a 

peerless beauty, like a fairy from heaven. 

... 



The moment Zhang De and his group saw her, they immediately felt ashamed and did not even have the 

courage to look her in the eye. 

“Isn’t he just a small elementalist?” Zhang De swallowed his saliva and bit the bullet, there are so many 

of us here. Do we need to be afraid of her?!” 

With that, Zhang De took the lead and went straight for Chu Yan. Seeing this, the others also gathered 

their courage and used all kinds of skills to attack Chu Yan. 

The hall was filled with a dazzling light. Chu Yan’s eyes were extremely cold as the power of the five 

elements revolved around her. 

“Dancing Flames!” Chu Yan shouted coldly, and the fire elements in the air instantly went berserk. 

The raging flames swept across and burned half of the hall red. Countless people were affected and 

were blown away on the spot. 

Zhang De was unconvinced and used his most powerful skill to defend himself. However, Chu Yan’s 

attack was so powerful that half of Zhang De’s body was covered in flames, and he was almost turned 

into charcoal. 

“Great aunt, please spare me!” 

The rest of the players were dumbfounded. A single skill had beaten them to a pulp, so they naturally 

understood that this beauty in front of them was not someone to be trifled with. 

Chu Yan stepped on half of Zhang De’s body and coldly said, “Tell me who ordered you to do this?” 

The others immediately shivered. “It’s the one you guessed under your feet. He said that everyone 

outside is fighting for the stigmata, and no one is paying attention to the sub-palace. Even if there are 

people in there, they aren’t people like the top ten geniuses. So, he tricked us to join forces and pick up 

the leftovers.” 

Chapter 235 The Arrogant Lin Feng 

“So, that’s how it is.” 

Chu Yan exerted force on her foot and Zhang De, who was under her foot, wailed silently. 

“Great one, can you let us go now?” everyone asked Chu Yan cautiously. 

“Leave your points and then you can get lost!” Chu Yan waved her hand, her beautiful eyes emitting a 

greedy light. 

The crowd was stunned. They were extremely unwilling, but under the pressure of Lu Benwei and Chu 

Yan, they did not dare to disobey. Everyone handed over half of their points and left the hall dejectedly. 

Now, only Zhang De and Lu Benwei were left in the hall. 

“Great one, I’ll hand over all my points. Can you let me go?” Zhang De swallowed his saliva, and his legs 

could not help but tremble. 



Chu Yan ignored him and increased the strength of her foot, “Quickly tell me who ordered you to 

come!” 

Zhang De was so anxious that he was on the verge of tears. “Great one, it was really a moment of hot-

headedness. That’s why I thought of robbing you.” 

Chu Yan did not believe Zhang De’s words and she exerted more force on her foot. Zhang De gritted his 

teeth in pain, his features contorted together. 

... 

“If he still won’t say anything, it seems like he’s really the mastermind,” Lu Benwei said lightly. 

“Let me ask you, what’s the situation outside?” he asked. 

Zhang De took a long time to recover before saying, “All the doors of the four palaces were opened. The 

geniuses of the universities were fighting each other, and the battle outside was very intense.” 

Lu Benwei nodded and said to Chu Yan, “I’ve taken half of his points. Let him go!” 

Chu Yan did not say anything and released her foot. 

“Thank you, great one, for sparing my life!” Zhang De nodded his head vigorously. 

“Get lost!” Chu Yan said unhappily. 

Zhang De immediately scrambled toward the door. 

When Lu Benwei and Chu Yan returned to Lin Feng’s position, they were dumbfounded. 

“Where is he?” 

Lin Feng, Zhao Xiaoqi, and Hai Yue had all disappeared. 

... 

Lu Benwei immediately activated the Eye of Insight and a huge spiritual awareness spider web with a 

branch hall as the center spread out. 

Soon, Lu Benwei locked onto Lin Feng and the other two. 

“I found them!” Lu Benwei was secretly happy. 

Suddenly, his eyes widened. Lin Feng was fighting in the crowd with Zhao Xiaoqi. 

A man with two women was extremely eye-catching on the battlefield, and they would become the 

target of public criticism. 

There were quite a few tough characters from the four hunter universities. They drooled when they saw 

Lin Feng and the two girls fighting everywhere. 

Lin Feng made his move, and the purple weapon in his hand attacked. After absorbing the energy from 

the legacy stone tablet, his strength greatly increased. With a gentle swing, a sword that could crush a 

giant rock swept across. 



His opponent was a powerful genius from Dragon Kingdom Technology Hunter University. He was 

enraged by Lin Feng’s sudden appearance on the battlefield and wielded his powerful weapon to fight 

Lin Feng. 

Lu Benwei was a little anxious. He knew Lin Feng’s strength. Even if he had the legacy of the swordsman, 

he would not be able to compete with him. 

At this moment, he really wanted to rush over with Chu Yan. However, the next second, a group of 

people entered the hall. 

Seeing that there were only Lu Benwei and Chu Yan in the hall, they immediately thought that they had 

taken the secret treasures. 

... 

The leader of the team immediately asked, “Brat, hand over the treasures you’ve obtained.” 

Lu Benwei sneered and immediately used his enhancement skill to rush over. The four buffs were 

activated, and a surge of power poured into Lu Benwei’s body from all directions. 

He waved his arm, and the power was enough to split the nine heavens. 

“You… the group of people blocking the door wanted to laugh. A magician wants to compete with me in 

strength?! You’re looking for death!” 

However, the truth was that Lu Benwei’s attack had sent him flying, and even his teammates, who were 

one or two body lengths away from him, were also sent flying. 

Chu Yan did not want to be outdone. She put her hands together in a circle and pressed them against 

her chest, blasting out a lightning pillar. 

Thunder roared and lightning flashed. The five people on this small team were all blown up. They 

frothed at the mouth and twitched on the ground. 

Lu Benwei did not say anything and directly swept away half of the team’s points. 

“Let’s not waste time, we should go and help Lin Feng and the others,” Lu Benwei said. 

Chu Yan nodded and turned her gaze to the battlefield. 

Lin Feng’s footwork and swordsmanship were strange, and he defeated the genius from the Dragon 

Kingdom Technology Hunter University. 

... 

The two of them were overjoyed to see Lin Feng’s huge improvement. However, the next second, Lu 

Benwei and Chu Yan’s faces both darkened. 

Lin Feng said arrogantly, “Haha! Dragon Kingdom Technology Hunter University, Chang’an Hunter 

University, and Hudan Hunter University are just a bunch of stinky fish and rotten shrimp. Come at me 

together, I’ll send you all home!” 

As soon as he said that, everyone was furious. They immediately pointed their spears at Lin Feng. 



Lu Benwei could not help but turn his head, unable to bear to see the tragic scene that followed. 

However, the result surprised Lu Benwei. Lin Feng was not suppressed, nor was he at a disadvantage. 

“I wonder how strong Lin Feng will be with the enhancement skill,” Lu Benwei muttered to himself. 

However, it was also at this time that a loud noise came from the sky. 

Yang Ke and Zhou Qingfeng’s war monsters appeared one after another. A cobra covered in crystals was 

circling under Yang Ke’s feet, flicking its tongue wildly. 

Zhou Qingfeng’s war monster was a flaming maned lion. It was majestic and extremely powerful. 

Both of their war monsters had epic quality, and the majestic aura they exuded made some of the 

people on the ground unable to raise their heads. 

The cobra opened its mouth and spat out a ray of destruction. The lion was burning with fighting spirit, 

and its bloody mouth swallowed the wind and clouds, and its body size became several times larger. 

“Swish!” 

... 

The flaming maned lion used its physical body to resist the destructive rays, showing no signs of fear. 

Just as the two were in the middle of their battle, there was a loud explosion on the ground. Countless 

people were drowned in the flames of the explosion, and even Lu Benwei was almost affected. 

“Who’s there?!” Lu Benwei asked in surprise, his eyes looking in the direction of the explosion. 

However, Lu Benwei’s pupils suddenly shrank. 

“This is a stigma?!” 

A dazzling jade ring rose from the other side of the explosion. Under the jade ring, a figure was revealed. 

It was Lin Luoyu from Hudan Hunter University. 

At this moment, she was continuously fusing with the jade ring, and her strength was increasing at a 

speed visible to the naked eye. 

“No, this is a broken stigma.” Chu Yan saw through the stigma on Lin Luoyu’s body. 

“Just a broken stigma can raise a person’s strength to this extent?” Lu Benwei exclaimed. 

“We still haven’t absorbed all the stigma,” Chu Yan said, “If the main hall has a complete stigma, we 

must get it!” 

... 

Chapter 236 Overflowing with Battle Intent 

“Boom!” 

“Rumble rumble!” 



Lin Luoyu joined in the battle between Zhou Qingfeng and Yang Ke, and the scene was very grand and 

spectacular. 

As a soul cleansing gunner, Lin Luoyu flew in the air and hid among the clouds. 

“Boom!” 

Lin Luoyu condensed the spiritual energy between heaven and earth and blasted out two purest spear 

attacks. 

Zhou Qingfeng could not even block the attack with his body. He lifted his left arm and equipped himself 

with a bronze knight’s round shield. 

“Clang!” 

The soul power hit the round shield made of bronze, creating the most brilliant fireworks, which 

brightened and dimmed the sky. 

On the other side, Yang Ke’s eyes were sharp and cold. He drew a circle with one hand and cut out an 

extremely regular void space in the air. 

“Swish!” 

The space directly devoured the soul power, producing a very wonderful reaction. 

The space instantly expanded and then quickly collapsed. In the end, an extremely terrifying fluctuation 

burst out and swept in all directions, eliminating many experts. 

At this moment, another person joined the battle. This person was Wang Shi. He was the fourth genius 

of Dragon Kingdom’s Technology Hunter University. His first class transition was a hidden class among 

hidden jobs, death magician! 

Now, he had long since completed his second transition and had become a powerful mourner of the 

undead! 

Wang Shi’s long hair fluttered in the wind, and his eyes were a strange green. He opened his blood-red 

mouth and chanted the most mysterious death magic. 

A huge skeleton general with two blades in its hands came out of the portal in front of him and exploded 

with terrifying power. 

The four hunter universities appeared, and the sky was in a chaotic battle. Some of the experts on the 

ground wanted to gain a reputation here, so they flew into the air and joined the battlefield. 

Lu Benwei’s blood was boiling, and he jumped into the battlefield. 

Everyone laughed mockingly when they saw a magician joining the main battlefield. 

“Kid, I advise you to go down obediently. The following scene is too bloody. I’m afraid it will cause you 

discomfort!” one of them said sarcastically. 

Immediately after, another person stepped forward and sneered. “Brat, you’re not qualified to compete 

with us!” 



Lu Benwei’s eyes were listless as he waved his arm and a strong righteous force swept across those 

present. Many experts in front of him were sent flying, and some even directly plunged into the ground. 

“Am I qualified now?!” Lu Benwei’s voice shook the sky and the secret realm suddenly became silent. 

The geniuses of the four hunter universities also noticed Lu Benwei and thought that his strength could 

not be underestimated. 

Lin Luoyu was the first to test the waters. Her figure was hidden in the clouds, and her gun was silently 

aimed at Lu Benwei. 

Lu Benwei felt a chill on his back and his five senses suddenly became alert. At the same time, the Eye of 

Insight also caught Lin Luoyu’s aura and Lu Benwei directly rushed over. 

Although Lin Luoyu was surprised, she still pulled the trigger and fired a shocking shot. 

“Bang!” 

Lu Benwei’s eyes sparkled. The Holy Light Shield was activated and blocked in front of him. 

“Clash!” 

Sparks flew everywhere like meteors, and the residual power of the explosion scattered the clouds in 

the sky. 

Lin Luoyu’s figure was completely revealed, and everyone was surprised that Lu Benwei knew her 

position. 

“Boom!” 

Lu Benwei did not give Lin Luoyu a chance to escape. He used Lightning Speed and rushed forward. 

A punch was thrown out, and Lin Luoyu took it head on. In the next second, Lu Benwei retracted his fist 

as if he had been electrocuted, and then quickly used the Heavenly Light Shield to cover. 

Lin Luoyu’s physical body rapidly expanded before exploding. 

Everyone was dumbfounded, thinking that Lin Luoyu had chosen to destroy herself. 

A moment later, everyone knew the answer. 

“Lu Benwei, no matter what, I’m your savior. Are you going to bite the hand that fed you?” Lin Luoyu 

appeared from another layer of clouds and said to Lu Benwei with her hands on her waist. 

Lu Benwei smiled faintly. “Student Lin, you misunderstood. I just want to have a few moves with you.” 

Lin Luoyu revealed a regretful expression and said, “But you just went with the intention to kill me. If it 

wasn’t just a clone of mine, I’m afraid I’d have died long ago.” 

“If you didn’t use your killing move, I might not have destroyed your clone,” Lu Benwei responded with a 

strong smell of gunpowder. 

The two were in a state of mutual hostility, and a great battle was inevitable. 



On the other side, Yang Ke noticed the battle between Lu Benwei and Lin Luoyu and was surprised by Lu 

Benwei’s strength. 

“Isn’t this kid in another palace? Don’t tell me he didn’t meet Gu Zheng?” 

Yang Ke’s heart was surging wildly. 

“Or could it be that this brat defeated Gu Zheng? This doesn’t make sense!” 

Yang Ke wanted to test Lu Benwei’s strength and was about to make a move when he heard a sound. 

The skeleton general summoned by the emperor’s army held a giant black and gold sword and slashed 

horizontally. The sharp blade was dazzling, cutting the sky into two layers. Even Lu Benwei and Lin Luoyu 

were affected. 

At this moment, everything changed. Everyone started to set the skeleton general as their target. 

Wherever the blade went, it turned into a violent spread, like a stormy sea, sweeping everything. 

This kind of indiscriminate attack was extremely difficult for Lu Benwei to deal with, and he kept using 

his Lightning Speed to retreat. 

Zhou Qingfeng blocked the attack with his shield, but he was sent flying backward. 

Yang Ke was hidden in the void, while Lin Luoyu was still a clone. After being shattered, another clone 

appeared. 

... 

The skeleton general howled into the sky, and its power suddenly rose to a terrifying level. Many experts 

in the sky fell to the ground one after another. 

At this time, Chu Yan, who was on the ground, could not wait any longer. She rubbed her small hands 

and jumped forward, stepping on an expert who had just fallen to the ground. “Don’t move! Hand over 

your points!” 

Those people were seriously injured, so they could only hand over half of their points obediently. In this 

way, nearly two-thirds of the team was robbed by Chu Yan and the others. 

Chu Yan was in high spirits when she suddenly stopped and looked back at the main hall. 

“So there really are people who want to fish in troubled waters.” 

After sighing for some reason, Chu Yan said to Lin Feng and the others, “You guys go ahead, I have 

something to do.” 

“What’s the matter? Do you need my help?” Lin Feng asked curiously. 

As soon as he finished speaking, Zhao Xiaoqi immediately pulled him back. “Impolite!” 

After she said that, he glared at Lin Feng. Lin Feng felt baffled. He shrugged his shoulders and continued 

to search for the next person who fell from the sky. 

At this time, the sky was dyed with blood. It was a tragic scene everywhere. 



The skeleton general went berserk, swinging the black and gold giant sword in its hand with all its might. 

Powerhouses fell one after another, and the situation was completely out of control! 

... 

Chapter 237 Defeating Lin Luoyu 

Wang Shi seemed to be the fourth genius of the Dragon Kingdom Technology Hunter University, but he 

was not. Due to its overly powerful necro magic, it was easy to lose control. 

In terms of strength, he could be called the number one genius of the Dragon Kingdom Technology 

Hunter University. 

Lu Benwei was about to make a move when he heard Zhou Qingfeng’s voice. 

“Lu Benwei, use your light bloodline power and defeat him with me.” 

Lu Benwei did not say anything and directly ran forward. He clenched his fists, and the stars exploded. 

The holy power of light instantly dealt a massive amount of damage to the skeleton general, and half of 

its skeleton shattered. 

Then, Zhou Qingfeng flew over from the horizon. He held the Holy Judgment Sword and burst out with 

the holy flame of judgment. 

“Boom!” 

The raging fire burned the sky. The skeleton general transformed into a giant flaming dragon, 

whimpering and screaming. 

Soon, the skeleton general was dead. Wang Shi pulled back from the edge of losing control. He was very 

unwilling to see the skeleton general being knocked down. 

“Damn it, why do you all want to be my enemy?!” 

Wang Shi was furious and summoned another wave of undead energy. 

Seeing this, Zhou Qingfeng raised the Holy Judgment Sword and began to fight. 

At this moment, Lin Luoyu who had yet to reveal her true form appeared. The broken stigma hung 

above her head and was rapidly merging with her. Lin Luoyu’s combat strength had also soared at this 

moment, continuously emitting a terrifying fluctuation. 

Many experts in the sky could not avoid it in time and were swept away by the fluctuations, falling 

rapidly. 

“Lu Benwei, how about we decide who’s stronger?” Lin Luoyu shouted. 

“That’s what I was thinking!” Lu Benwei’s fighting spirit rose and he also responded loudly. 

However, in the face of Lin Luoyu who was about to merge with her stigma, Lu Benwei did not dare to 

be careless. He immediately used four enhancement skills to strengthen himself and two origin 

bloodlines began to operate. 



Lu Benwei used Lightning Speed and stepped into the sky. His speed had already reached such a level 

that there was basically nothing that could stop him. 

With a punch, Lin Luoyu coughed up blood and retreated. “What a fast speed!” she exclaimed. 

In the next second, her eyes focused, and her brown pupils suddenly turned into golden vertical pupils! 

“Eagle Eye!” 

Her gaze was sharp, and no one could hide from it! The soul power shot out and hit Lu Benwei. 

Lu Benwei’s body staggered and flew back several feet. 

The people on the ground were all stunned. Lu Benwei’s speed was so fast that it made people’s hair 

stand on end. 

They were also shocked by Lin Luoyu’s means. Lu Nenwei’s speed was faster than time, but she could 

still break it in one blow. 

Lu Benwei’s eyes lit up. “Let’s see. Is your bullet faster or am I faster?!” 

After saying that, he used the second level of Lightning Speed! 

Lu Benwei blasted out again, approaching Lin Luoyu in an instant. Lin Luoyu advanced in order to 

retreat. Her spiritual power erupted, and she shot out a rain of spears that were like stars. 

Lu Benwei’s fists moved and released Myriad Light Fist in response. Brilliant sparks exploded in the sky, 

and smoke and dust filled the air. 

Everyone was shocked! Lin Luoyu’s power struck fear into their hearts. 

Lu Benwei, a magician, could fight with Lin Luoyu, who had a broken stigma, back and forth for a few 

rounds without falling into a disadvantage. This was supposed to be an overwhelming situation. 

Thinking of this, everyone could not help but feel a chill down their spine and shiver. 

While everyone was still in shock, the two of them revealed themselves again. The sky was boundless 

and vast. The distance between the two sides could be pulled apart in an instant, and they could also 

engage in close combat in an instant. 

Lu Benwei could not have a strong restraining effect on it, so this battle was extremely difficult. 

A bullet with concentrated soul power shot out, and Lu Benwei’s internal organs were shaken. 

However, Lu Benwei also retaliated. He circulated the Holy Key Sage’s light bloodline in his left hand and 

dispelled the corrosive effect of his soul power. His right hand shot out, and majestic stellar energy 

caused Lin Luoyu to escape in a hurry. 

Lu Benwei activated Lucifer’s Bloodline and became unstoppable. Lin Luoyu, who was retreating step by 

step, suddenly became furious and raised her gun to gather the soul power of the world. 

“Boom!” 



The majestic soul power condensed into a blow that threatened death. Wherever it went, the sky 

collapsed. 

Lu Benwei’s eyes became extremely cold as he held the Ancient Sword of Clarity. 

“Swish!” 

The sword hummed as it gathered the destructive energy of the world. 

“Boom!” 

An earth-shattering collision occurred. Boundless light flooded the heavens and earth. The heavens 

collapsed and the earth cracked. It was extremely cruel. The sound of the explosion lasted for a long 

time, and everyone was frightened. 

“Who won?” someone asked. 

At this moment, there was still a bit of power left in the sky, but it was completely silent. It was as if 

another earth-shaking explosion could come at any time. 

“It should be Lin Luoyu who won, right?” 

“Lin Luoyu has a stigma and her level is higher than Lu Benwei. It’s only a matter of time before she 

wins.” 

“However, Lu Benwei didn’t lose out. He fought Lin Luoyu despite being a magician and lost in the end. 

Although he lost, it was a glorious defeat.” 

As soon as he finished speaking, a figure descended from the sky and landed on the ground at a high 

speed. 

“Boom!” 

Everyone was shocked. They had fallen too quickly and could not see the figure clearly. 

“Let’s go and take a look!” 

... 

Someone suggested, and someone followed after him. 

When the crowd broke through the layers of fog, they discovered that the person on the ground was Lin 

Luoyu. 

“How is that possible?” 

“Why is it Lin Luoyu?” 

Everyone raised their heads and saw that the smoke and dust in the sky were slowly dissipating. 

Finally, Lu Benwei’s figure was revealed. His eyes were calm, his face was not red, and he did not pant as 

if nothing had happened. 



Everyone was shocked and thought that after such a battle, Lu Benwei would at least be seriously 

injured. Now, reality told them that Lu Benwei had easily won the game. 

“It’s fake, right?” Someone rubbed his eyes, his pupils filled with disbelief. 

Then, someone mumbled in disbelief, “Lin Luoyu has a stigma and a legendary hidden class. How could 

she be defeated by Lu Benwei so easily?” 

At the same time, Lu Benwei finished circulating his two bloodline powers and returned to his peak 

state. With a glance, he found that Chu Yan was quietly entering the main hall. 

Lu Benwei laughed. “There’s really someone fishing in troubled waters.” 

... 

He was about to chase after Chu Yan when a terrifying fluctuation came, catching him off guard. 

“Boom!” 

Luckily, Lu Benwei reacted in time and only flew back a few feet. After stabilizing himself, Lu Benwei 

asked coldly, “Who is it?” 

As the smoke dispersed, the person who had shot the arrow was revealed. It was the number one 

genius of Chang’an Hunter University, Yang Ke! 

“What do you want?” Lu Benwei’s mouth twitched as he asked coldly! 

Chapter 238 Accusation 

Lu Benwei did not like Yang Ke. 

Before entering the human face forest, Yang Ke had already sent Gu Zheng to stop Lu Benwei. 

Now, Lu Benwei had just finished a battle with Lin Luoyu and he appeared out of thin air with unknown 

intentions. 

“What do I want to do?” Yang Ke smiled noncommittally. 

“To expose your crimes, of course!” 

Everyone’s expression changed when they heard this. 

Crime? What crime did Lu Benwei commit? There were only two unforgivable crimes on a chaotic 

battlefield. One was to hurt people maliciously. 

Although Lin Luoyu had been shot down by Lu Benwei, she had only entered a coma and would return 

to her peak state as long as she woke up. 

This was also because Lu Benwei had not completely exposed his strength, otherwise Lin Luoyu would 

have suffered. 

The other was cheating, such as… 

“You cheated! You concealed your strength!” Yang Ke pointed at Lu Benwei and shouted. 



Everyone’s expression changed. Cheating? Concealing his strength? 

At first glance, Yang Ke’s words seemed to be baseless, and he seemed to be making a fuss. However, 

after some thought, everyone felt that what Yang Ke said was not without reason. 

Lu Benwei’s class was a magician, and he was level 45. However, how could a magician defeat Lin Luoyu, 

who was level 47 and had a hidden class that was the king of archers? Furthermore, after level 40, there 

was an insurmountable gap between each level. 

“This…” 

Everyone could not help but look at Lu Benwei with suspicion. 

Using a secret technique to hide one’s class to deceive the committee’s operation often happened 

during tournaments. However, as time progressed, the means of detection were not constantly 

developed, so similar things rarely happened in the past few years. 

Unless the schools worked together to deceive the organizing committee… Deceiving the organizing 

committee, causing the contestant’s evaluation of the strength of the cheater to be deceived, was likely 

to lead to a big disaster. 

A few years ago, a contestant hid his class and level, causing many people to underestimate his strength. 

They had an intense battle with him, and in the end, all of them were defeated. 

That contestant shocked the world with a single brilliant feat, bringing his school countless honors and 

resources. 

This resulted in a waste of resources. Therefore, hiding one’s class and level was the most intolerable 

behavior in the National Class Tournament! 

Lu Benwei saw that everyone was suspicious of him and sneered in his heart. “Yang Ke, you keep saying 

that I’m hiding my level and class, but do you have any evidence?” 

“Isn’t the evidence obvious enough?” Yang Ke smiled noncommittally. 

He pointed at the unconscious Lin Luoyu on the ground and said sternly, “How could a level-47 soul 

cleansing shooter be defeated by you, a level-45 magician?” 

“Not only can I defeat Lin Luoyu, but I can also defeat you!” Lu Benwei sneered. 

At this moment, Lu Benwei’s eyes locked onto a person. It was Gu Zheng. He had been observing the 

situation in the dark. 

At this moment, Lu Benwei finally understood why Yang Ke suddenly attacked Gu Zheng. 

Ever since Gu Zheng was defeated by Lu Benwei, he had fled far away and said that he would not let Lu 

Benwei go. Lu Benwei did not expect that he would team up with Yang Ke to attack himself. 

“I see.” Lu Benwei coldly laughed. 

“I can’t believe that the genius ranking list of Chang’an Hunter University is fake. I almost thought that 

you, Yang Ke, are the number one genius of Chang’an Hunter University!” 



“Lu Benwei, stop changing the topic!” Yang Ke shouted. 

“I didn’t expect the number one genius of Chang’an Hunter University to listen to his underlings. If I 

didn’t know you, I’d have thought you were just a little follower,” Lu Benwei said. 

Unexpectedly, Yang Ke did not fall for Lu Benwei’s plot. He slowly walked forward and whispered to Lu 

Benwei, “Lu Benwei, I know you’re trying to drive a wedge between me and Gu Zheng. It’s a pity that the 

two of us had made an agreement long ago. If you don’t hand over the legacy stone tablet, don’t even 

think about leaving this place alive.” 

Lu Benwei sneered. “Oh, you’re talking about the stone tablet that I absorbed? I threw it away a long 

time ago!” 

At this moment, Lu Benwei already understood the entire situation. 

When Gu Zheng obtained the stone tablet, he felt the tremendous energy contained within it, causing 

him to mistakenly think that the legacy stone tablet in the first hall would be of great use to him. 

Gu Zheng and Yang Ke were both magicians, so they were determined to win. 

Yang Ke’s eyes were filled with hatred after hearing Lu Benwei’s words. 

“You absorbed the legacy stone tablet. How dare you?!” Yang Ke asked coldly. 

Lu Benwei put on a fake smile and said, “That’s right. Otherwise, how could I have the chance to defeat 

Lin Luoyu?” 

Yang Ke was furious. A magician who had absorbed that so-called legacy stone tablet was able to 

compete with Lin Luoyu. It was enough to show how vast the energy contained within it was! 

“You really did trample on that stone tablet!” Yang Ke said with an unforgivable look. 

“So, I didn’t hide my strength and class, right?” Lu Benwei sneered. 

At this moment, everyone had already figured out the truth. It was nothing more than Yang Ke trying to 

steal the legacy stone tablet from Lu Benwei, so he ignored the facts and accused Lu Benwei of cheating. 

“Give me the stone tablet!” Yang Ke was furious! 

Lu Benwei smiled. “I’ve already flushed it down the toilet. Do you still want it?” 

“Space Cut!” Yang Ke was infuriated by Lu Benwei. He did not even say a word before he released an 

invisible space blade. 

Lu Benwei was prepared. The space blade was silent and invisible. It appeared out of thin air, and 

ordinary people had no place to hide. 

“Heavenly Light Shield!” 

A pure white holy light enveloped Lu Benwei’s body, dissolving all attacks in the world. 

“Swish!” 

The space blade silently cut at Lu Benwei and was dissolved by the Heavenly Light Shield. 



Yang Ke had already seen Lu Benwei’s uniqueness, so he was not surprised. At this moment, Gu Zheng 

had also joined the battle. 

“Lu Benwei, I’ve said it before, I’ll make you regret stepping into this land!” 

... 

“I’ll give you the same words!” Lu Benwei’s eymes shot out a bolt of threatening lightning. 

Then, Lu Benwei started to use the Holy Key Sage’s bloodline and Lucifer’s Bloodline! The blood of the 

two flowed through his body and gathered in his chest, where a strange light shone! 

During the battle with Lin Luoyu, Lu Benwei had fought her openly and had been suppressing his 

strength. Now, he no longer chose to hold back when facing two villains. 

The battle began as soon as it started. Lu Benwei was up against the two geniuses of Chang’an Hunter 

University. 

On the ground, everyone raised their heads and frowned. 

Lu Benwei had just finished his battle with Lin Luoyu. In less than an hour, he had another battle with 

the two geniuses of Chang’an Hunter University. 

“These new students from Jiangsu and Zhejiang are so fierce!” 

Chapter 239 The End of the Secret Realm 

The battle started again. 

Lu Benwei took the lead and waved his fists, displaying the image of starlight. They covered the sky and 

the earth, densely packed, and attacked all obstacles. 

Yang Ke held a powerful magic staff in his hand, and its powerful effect allowed his spatial skills to have 

an endless supply of energy. 

“Spatial Magic: Seal!” 

“Spatial Magic: Chaotic Slash!” 

Yang Ke clenched his fist and squeezed Lu Benwei into a square space. The staff glowed, and countless 

sharp blades flew in the sealed space. 

Seeing this, Lu Benwei summoned the Dark Moon Wolf and used the Dark Moon Shadow Strike with it. 

[Talent skill: Dark Moon Shadow Strike] 

[Dark Moon Shadow Strike: Summon a shadow of a wolf and charge behind the enemy, dealing damage 

of war monster attack x 1.2 + agility x 0.8. Can be used again to swap positions with the shadow. Host 

can also use it, dealing damage of host attack x 1+ agility x 0.5.] 

The combination of Yang Ke’s skills was terrifying. 

Lu Benwei could not rely on the Heavenly Light Shield to block it and the space was sealed. In a moment 

of desperation, he summoned the Dark Moon Wolf and used Dark Moon Shadow Strike to escape. 



Lu Benwei turned into a shadow and appeared behind Yang Ke. He threw a heavy punch at Yang Ke’s 

head. 

“Yang Ke, be careful!” 

Gu Zheng wielded his battle staff and attacked. At the same time, Yang Ke’s body began to flash with a 

white light, and an infinite amount of power exploded. 

Lu Benwei could not attack and immediately retreated. 

Gu Zheng dodged and attacked, but Lu Benwei responded with his Myriad Light Fist, forcing Gu Zheng to 

stop. 

At this moment, the white light around Yang Ke condensed into a cobra, which was very terrifying. 

“I didn’t expect you to have a war beast with epic quality.” Yang Ke’s eyes were cold as he mocked. 

Lu Benwei’s eyes were indifferent as he commanded the wolf cub to return the favor. 

The cobra pounced and bit the Dark Moon Wolf, engaging in a fierce battle. Both of them were war 

beasts with epic quality, and they could not tell which one was stronger. 

“I didn’t expect Lu Benwei to be able to gain an advantage in the hands of Chang’an Hunter University.” 

“Is Zhejiang Hunter University on the rise?” 

“Lu Benwei will have a place in this year’s top 16.” 

The people on the ground looked at the battle in the sky with wonderful expressions. 

On the other side, the battle between Zhou Qingfeng and Wang Shi continued. The blood light dyed the 

sky, and the blood in the secret realm boiled. 

At this moment, the main hall was completely silent. A huge stigma hung in the air of the main hall, 

exuding endless pure energy. 

A person was moving forward on tiptoe. If one was not careful, one could trigger the surging energy in 

the stigma and alert the people fighting outside the main hall. 

“Chi!” 

He stretched out his palm and it was covered in flames. It was a wonderful sight. Then, he took the 

perfect stigma in his hand. 

“I didn’t expect that a person favored by an angel would do such a shameful thing.” 

Chu Yan, who was hiding behind the person, revealed herself and laughed. 

The man was shocked at first, but then he heaved a sigh of relief. “Yanyan, it’s you.” 

“Of course it’s me.” Chu Yan frowned. 

“There’s a fight going on outside for this stigma. Is it appropriate for you to sneak in like this?” 

In the face of Chu Yan’s accusation, the man’s eyes were filled with endless love. 



“I prepared this stigma for you.” 

With that, the man spread out his hands and let the stigma float into Chu Yan’s arms. Chu Yan was a 

little surprised. Just as she was about to speak, the world suddenly shook! 

“Not good. The stigma has been taken. The secret realm is starting to collapse.” The man was shocked. 

“Let’s leave!” Chu Yan said. 

“Boom!” 

A huge rock fell, smashing a deep pit in the ground. The beams of the hall broke continuously and 

pierced into the ground. Wood chips and dust filled the air. 

At the same time, the situation outside was not good either. The sky and the earth seemed to be boiling, 

and the hot steam was rising, making everyone feel unbearable heat. 

“What’s going on?” 

Lu Benwei’s battle with Yang Ke and Gu Zheng was also forced to stop. 

“Needless to say, someone must’ve taken the opportunity to take away the stigma of the main palace!” 

Yang Ke gritted his teeth in anger. 

Lu Benwei had absorbed the legacy stone tablet that was of great help to their cultivation. Now, the 

most precious stigma in the secret realm had been stolen. 

Lu Benwei was slightly surprised as he turned around to look at the main hall. Chu Yan came out of the 

collapsing main hall and looked up to see Lu Benwei. 

“Annoying fellow, guess what I got!” 

Chu Yan was overjoyed, and the stigma in her arms continued to flash. 

Yang Ke was furious! Lu Benwei’s team had taken the legacy stone tablet and the stigma, but he did not 

get anything! 

“Lu Benwei, go to hell!” 

Yang Ke took advantage of Lu Benwei’s surprise and launched a shocking attack. 

“Annoying fellow!” 

... 

Chu Yan was extremely shocked and angry. Her slender jade-like hands summoned all the elemental 

powers in the world. 

“Boom!” 

A powerful elemental light wave blasted out, causing the secret realm to collapse even more violently. 

Everyone’s bodies were unstable, and the two powerful beams of light missed. 



“Crack!” 

After a crisp sound, the sky shattered, revealing the original nothingness. This was a sign that the secret 

realm was about to completely collapse. 

As a user of spatial magic, Yang Ke knew the consequences of being swallowed by nothingness. 

“Lu Benwei, just you wait. I hope you can make it to the top 16.” 

Yang Ke let out a long breath and left. 

Lu Benwei ignored him and went to pick up Chu Yan. Then, he found Lin Feng and the other two and 

used Lightning Speed to help them escape from this secret realm. 

… 

... 

After they came out of the secret realm, the five of them gathered and shared the results of the battle. 

Lin Feng had obtained a legacy stone tablet from a swordsman predecessor. After absorbing it, his 

strength had increased greatly. Even if he did not change his class, he was comparable to a strong 

person who had changed his class at the second stage. 

Chu Yan received the most precious stigma in the secret realm. 

Right now, the only thing they needed to do was to let everyone draw the energy within the stigma to 

see who was the most compatible with it. 

Unexpectedly, Chu Yan shook her head with a wry smile after she finished her test. “It still doesn’t 

work.” 

Lu Benwei tried a second time, but he still could not match the power in the stigma. Lin Feng and Hai 

Yue were still the same. 

In the end, only Zhao Xiaoqi was left. 

“I, it’s impossible, right?” 

Ever since Zhao Xiaoqi had joined the tournament, she had never been confident in herself. If a sacred 

mark that could be called a treasure of heaven and earth was placed in front of her, she would feel that 

she was not worthy of it. 

“Qiqi, try it. If you don’t try, how can you improve your strength?” 

Under Chu Yan’s encouragement, Zhao Xiaoqi closed her eyes and used her divine sense to trigger the 

energy within the stigma. 

Chapter 240 The Situation 

A long time passed. 

Zhao Xiaoqi closed her eyes and kept using her divine sense to trigger the pure energy in the stigma. 



“Chi…” 

With a soft sound, the stigma rang slowly rotating above Zhao Xiaoqi’s head! 

“You’ve succeeded!” Lin Feng was overjoyed. 

“Shh!” 

Lu Benwei and Chu Yan immediately made a gesture to keep quiet. 

In the initial stage of the stigma fusion, it was taboo to be disturbed by external factors. Otherwise, the 

person might suffer a backlash and cause a great disaster. 

Lin Feng immediately shut his mouth, realizing that he had almost affected Zhao Xiaoqi. 

The stigma rotated slowly and continued to merge with Zhao Xiaoqi. After an unknown amount of time, 

Zhao Xiaoqi finally opened her eyes. 

At this point, the fusion of the stigma had reached an average level, and she no longer had to worry 

about being disturbed by external factors. 

“Qiqi, you’ve succeeded!” Chu Yan was the first to express her congratulations. 

Zhao Xiaoqi shook her head. “It’s still far away. I’ll need your help to protect me for a while.” 

The stigma contained the purest energy. When they were fused, they could draw on the energy of 

heaven and earth, emitting endless fluctuations. 

Lu Benwei and the others guarded here and dealt with many competitors who coveted the stigma. 

As soon as Zhao Xiaoqi finished, Lu Benwei suddenly spoke, “Look, another one is here to give away 

points!” 

As soon as the voice fell, sinister laughter came one after another. 

“I was wondering who it was. It’s the magician’s team from Zhejiang Hunter University!” 

A small team emerged from the grass in front of them, each of them revealing a cunning smile. 

Chu Yan stepped on a rock and crossed her arms. “Are you going to get lost on your own, or will you get 

lost after us taking your points?” 

The contestants who came to covet the stigma were stunned, then pointed at Chu Yan and the others 

and laughed. 

“You’re telling us to get lost?” 

“Or do you want us to take your points before we leave?” 

They laughed uncontrollably as if they had heard the funniest joke in the world. 

“If we remember correctly, your team is a group of freshmen at Zhejiang Hunter University, right?” a tall 

man in the group asked sarcastically. 



“Has Zhejiang Hunter University declined to such an extent that they are sending freshmen to this 

tournament?” 

“If it doesn’t work out, let’s just give up the title of one of the nine hunter universities and let our school 

have it!” 

The few people in front of him were from the same first-rate B-grade university and had some 

background. However, it was impossible for a first-class B-grade university to take over Zhejiang Hunter 

University’s position! 

Chu Yan shouted and the ground below her feet cracked. She was about to teach these people a lesson. 

However, a figure burst out from her side. It was so fast that it was almost impossible to catch with the 

naked eye. 

“Boom!” 

With a loud bang, one of the contestants was sent flying. The crowd had yet to see his face clearly when 

a second person immediately flew out. It was like a ghost! 

Shocking! 

Terrifying! 

Their hearts trembled! 

That figure’s speed and strength were too terrifying. His strength was completely above theirs! 

At this time, someone noticed that the girl who had just obtained the stigma in Lu Benwei’s team had 

disappeared. In other words, the ghostly figure was the girl who had obtained the stigma! 

“Is the power of the stigma so great?” 

Desire dispelled fear, and the remaining four people’s eyes turned red. 

“Let’s attack together!” 

After that, the four of them activated their powerful skills in the direction of Zhao Xiaoqi’s flash. 

“Boom!” 

The explosion reverberated, and smoke and dust soared into the sky. 

They were at level 43 and level 44 respectively, and if they attacked together, even a monster would 

have to retreat. However, when the dust settled, not only was Zhao Xiaoqi safe and sound, but she was 

also in high spirits. 

“This is your attack method?” Zhao Xiaoqi’s lips curled up as she sneered disdainfully. 

The four of them shivered at the same time, and a chill went from their heads to their spines. 

In the next second, Zhao Xiaoqi’s feet touched the ground lightly, and she burst out with unprecedented 

speed. In just a breath’s time, two people had fallen under Zhao Xiaoqi’s battle ax. 

In the blink of an eye, another person was cut down by Zhao Xiaoqi, leaving only one person trembling. 



“Who are you?!” the man said in a trembling voice, “Aren’t you only level 40? How can you defeat us?” 

“If I told you that I haven’t changed my class, would you be even more surprised?” Zhao Xiaoqi said 

jokingly. 

“Boom!” 

The phrase “still yet to change class” was like a bolt of lightning on a clear day, striking that person’s 

heart. 

The difference between a level 40 and a level 40 second class holder was difficult to bridge with talent. 

Not only did Zhao Xiaoqi do it, but she also suppressed those who were three or four levels above her. 

“No, that’s impossible!” that person was extremely unwilling to give up and said stubbornly, “It must be 

the stigma. Otherwise, you can’t possibly defeat us!” 

Zhao Xiaoqi snorted. “Yes, I relied on the power of the stigma. Otherwise, how could I have defeated 

you? By the way, even if I have this perfect stigma, I’m not the opponent of Chu Yan and Lu Benwei.” 

... 

“How is this possible?!” The man’s eyes were dazed, and his face was filled with disbelief. 

As soon as he finished speaking, Zhao Xiaoqi’s palm struck. A powerful force spread throughout the 

man’s body, and he immediately felt numb all over before he fainted. 

Zhao Xiaoqi did not say anything and directly took half of the team’s points. 

“This is the power of a perfect stigma. It’s terrifying!” Lu Benwei clapped his hands and praised. 

Chu Yan stepped forward and hugged Zhao Xiaoqi. “Qiqi, you’re the best! I didn’t expect you to be so 

fierce even in my dreams!” 

Zhao Xiaoqi blushed. “I’m far from Lu Benwei and you two. Even if I have this perfect stigma, I’m not 

your opponent.” 

“If this stigma could match your power, we’d be the champions of this National Class Tournament.” 

“The stigma is your own power. You don’t have to feel sorry for us.” Lu Benwei smiled faintly. 

Then, Lu Benwei paused and said, “We can continue to look for secret realms. At least everyone can 

have a stigma.” 

“Half of the time has already passed, so I think we can fully relax now,” Hai Yue said. 

Hearing Hai Yue’s words, Lu Benwei nodded and then opened the ranking in front of everyone. 

... 

[First place: Li Tiancheng of Yanjing Hunter University] 

[Second place: Wang Zining of Hudan Hunter University] 

[Third place: Lu Ziling of Yanjing Hunter University] 



[Fourth place: Zhou Qingfeng of Zhejiang Hunter University] 

[Fifth place: Yang Ke of Chang’an Hunter University] 

… 

[11th place: Lu Benwei of Zhejiang Hunter University] 

“Such terrifying scores!” Lu Benwei and the others exclaimed in unison. 

It had been a day since they left the secret realm. 

Wang Zining, Zhou Qingfeng, and Yang Ke were fighting for points like crazy. There was an unattainable 

number of points between each of them. 

At the same time, the 10th place and 11th place Lu Benwei had a gap of nearly 500,000 points! 

 


